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Abstract 

In satellite vehicles, the nose cone may act as a satellite while departing from the rocket or it might also 

work to protect the satellite up to the velocity of orbit reaches a proficient range. In the present work, we have 

conducted investigations on blunt nose cone by considering hafnium diboride a new material for the elliptic nose cone 

with the flange. As the velocity and shape play a vital role in the heat generation, on the re-entry vehicle we conducted 

a numerical analysis with Mach no 7 with flange and the results are presented along with the length of the nose cone 

with reference to the x-axis as the model is axisymmetric. The popular turbulent models for analysis like spalart 

alamarmas is utilized, to dealing with the refinement of grid keeping in mind the end goal is to enclose the boundary 

layer. This work illustrates two areas of CFD that is the oblique examination of turbulent modelling and how the 

aerodynamic factors vary along the length of the cone. From the results, the heat transfer distribution on the cone is 

analysed and the CFD solution results were shown to be similar when compared with literature results.   
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1. Introduction 

Term nose cone is used to the forward most portion of a rocket guided or flying machine. The 

cone is demonstrated to offer slightest streamlined obstruction .Nose cone are similarly planned for go 

in and submerged and in quick vehicles .on a rocket vehicles it involve a chamber or chambers in 

which a satellite instruments animals ,plants or aide apparatus might be passed on and an outer surface 

created to withstand high temperatures delivered by streamlined warming .Much of the fundamental 

examination related to hypersonic flights was done towards making a variable nose cone traces for the 

barometrical reentry of transport and ICBM reentry vehicles. Evaluation of the aero thermodynamic 

analysis of re-entry vehicle is the prime purpose of this project.  To show the flow field around a 

blunted nose cone in hypersonic flow, computational fluid dynamic results are portrayed. This is 

because it features hypersonic flow around the planetary re-entry vehicle, with respect to the 

evaluation of surface heat flux the region between the cone and the flare is more important. For sure, 

stream partition is actuated by the stun wave limit layer connection with consequent stream re 

connection, that can significantly improve the surface warmth exchange.  Model created in Ansys 

design modular and meshing in Ansys mesh. Finally, CHT analysis and Thermal analysis is 

performed in Ansys fluent and Ansys Thermal respectively.  

Air passage is the development of a protest into and through the gases of planet's environment 

from space. There are two fundamental sorts of climatic passage uncontrolled section, for example, in 

the section of heavenly protests, space flotsam and jetsam or bodies and controlled section, for 

example, the passage of innovation equipped for being explored or following a foreordained course. 

Streamlined warming is the warming of a strong body delivered by the entry of liquid, (for example, 

air) over a body, for example, a meteor, rocket, or plane. It is a type of constrained convection in that 

the stream field is made by powers past those related with the warm procedures. The stagnation and 

the recuperation temperature of a stream increment with the speed of the stream and are more 
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prominent at high speeds. The aggregate warm stacking of the structure is a component of both the 

recuperation temperature and the mass stream rate of the stream. Streamlined warming is most 

prominent at fast and in the lower environment where the thickness is more noteworthy. 

Notwithstanding the convective procedure depicted above, there is likewise Thermal radiation from 

the stream to the body and the other way around with the net heading set by the general temperature 

of each.  

The idea of the ablative warmth shield was portrayed as ahead of schedule as 1920 by Robert 

Goddard : In the instance of meteors, which enter the air with paces as high as 30miles every second, 

the inside of the meteors stays cool, and the disintegration is because of a huge degree, to chipping or 

breaking of the all of a sudden warmed surface. Thus, if the external surface of the mechanical 

assembly were to comprises of layers of an extremely infusible hard substance with layers of a poor 

warmth conductor between the surface would not be dissolved to any impressive degree, particularly 

as the speed of the device would not be almost so extraordinary as that of the normal meteor. Various 

examinations on the plan and enhancement of the state of the nose cone have been completed. Ledu 

and Pollak [4] gave a broad arrangement of flight trial of a dull nose Flare balanced out reentry nose 

cone and derived drag and security coefficients.  

Deepak et al [1] portrayed a one of a kind procedure of shape enhancement for drag decrease 

for the nose cone of hypersonic flight tests. Lin et al [2] gave an examination to decide the ideal nose 

shape and frustum arrangements with an end goal to enhance reentry vehicles execution. From that 

point onward, there have been an assortment of papers gave to diminishing both drag and the 

streamlined warming by altering the stream field in front of the vehicle's nose. Of these systems, 

utilizing spikes is the least complex and the most dependable method. Gauer and Paull [3] 

numerically examined the drag and the warmth exchange decrease of a front aligned spike. Marley [5] 

examined techniques for expanding the soundness of sending mass infusion and introduced drag 

decrease advancements. Ericson et al [6] talked about the consolidated impacts of nose obtuseness and 

cone edge on unique strength of the nose cone and given some helpful proposals on rocket plan. 

Vashishtha et al [7] highest drag reduction of 21 per cent was achieved at NPR 2 with the combined 

effect of decrease in high pressure at the nose and increase of low pressure at the base, because of 

breathing through the nose hole. 

Other than much research on new strategies for cloth decrease have been produced, the 

breathing gruff nose is proposed to lessen the weight drag of obtuse nosed body by the inactive 

control at a supersonic Mach number. Transforming innovation on air ship and rocket has discovered 

expanded enthusiasm in the course of recent years since it is probably going to upgrade execution and 

productivity over a more extensive scope of flights conditions. NASA had begun the Aircraft structure 

and give financially savvy frameworks benefits. Amid these years, the hot issue of transforming 

innovation is the transforming wing for which various examinations have been done. Keller et al [8] 

proposed an idea keen warm security framework for transforming driving edge. Some others present a 

topology enhancement procedure for deciding numerous designs of transforming wing structures. 

Courchesne et al.[9] contemplated the setups of transforming wing by utilization of shape memory 

composites actuators. Warm conductivities, diffusivities, and warmth limits were estimated and 

computed utilizing Zr and Hfb. Different composite models of two-stage were utilized for diffusivities 

displaying was referenced in Tandon, R et.al.[10] 
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2. Entry vehicle design consideration

There are four basic parameters thought about when structuring a vehicle for climatic section: 

Peak warm motion, Heat stack, Peak deceleration, Peak dynamic weight. Nose cone plan: The profile 

of this shape is one-portion of an oval, with the significant hub being the centreline and the minor hub 

being the base of the nose cone. 

 A turn of a full oval about its real pivot is known as a prolate spheroid, so a circular nose 

shape would appropriately be known as a prolate hemispheroid. This shape is famous in subsonic 

flight, (for example, show rocketry) because of the dull nose and digression base. This isn't a shape 

ordinarily found in expert rocketry, which quite often flies at a lot higher speeds where different 

structures are more reasonable. In the event that R squares with L, this is a half of the globe. 

Fig.1: Geometry of Elliptical Cone 

    

Nose cone drag characteristics 

For airplane and rockets, underneath Mach .8, the nose weight drag is basically zero for all 

shapes. The major critical factor is rubbing drag, which is to a great extent subordinate upon the 

wetted territory, the surface smoothness of that region, and the nearness of any discontinuities in the 

shape. For instance, in entirely subsonic rockets a short, obtuse, smooth curved shape is normally 

best. In the transonic region and beyond, where the pressure drag moves up beyond expectations, the 

nose shape effect on drag becomes highly significant. The factors influencing the pressure drag are 

the fineness ratio, general nose cone shape, its fineness ratio, and its bluffness ratio. 

     3. Analysis of Blunt Nose Cone by using Ansys

In the stream field around the body, gas atoms which effect on the body encounter an 

adjustment in force, and by the arbitrary sub-atomic crash of the particle this change transmitted to the 

neighbouring particles. In this fashion, information about the presence of blunt body transmitted to the 

surrounding flow via molecular collisions. If the upstream flow is supersonic the disturbance wave 

piles up and coalesce, form a standing wave in front of the body. Because of the very large deflection 

angle at the body, a shock wave is generated ahead of the blunt body of this shock wave is clearly 
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seen. And ahead of this flow properties changes drastically. Most frequently used properties in the 

aerodynamic analysis of an object are given as Pressure, Density, Temperature, Flow velocity. 

Pressure:  In the stream field around the dull body, due to hypersonic stream a stun wave 

created in front of the body. This stun wave is called bow stun. This stun is confined from the body 

because of the high diversion edge. Weight changes definitely over the stun wave, at the stagnation 

point weight is at pinnacle esteem in light of the fact that at the stagnation weight stun wave is typical 

to the body. Region of the shape demonstrates the sonic area here speed of the stream is subsonic. 

Between the bow stun and the body, the weight form is ruddy .it demonstrates that at that locale 

weight is to a great degree high, stream compacted because of the typical stun. Since at the zenith of 

the body stun is most grounded and ordinary to the stream. 

Temperature: Temperature plays an essential job in fast streamlined features in light of the 

fact that, at high Mach number the motor vitality of stream returns as inner vitality of the liquid, this 

wonder is called thick scattering. What's more, when the liquid temperature increment, a high-

temperature slope set up among body and liquid and this reason high warmth exchange rate. 

Density: The aggravation made by the body on the stream changes thickness radically around 

the body. The ruddy zone only in front of the body demonstrates high-thickness district on the 

grounds that at the stagnation point stun wave is most grounded and ordinary to the body.

 

             
Fig.2: Contours of pressure output   Fig.3: Contours of temperature out put 

 

 

 

          
   Fig.4: Contours of density out put 
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Flanged Cone: 

                 

  Fig.5: Nose cone Design    Fig.6: Flanged cone meshing in Ansys 

 

                   

Fig.7:Pressure contours for flanged capsule                       Fig.8: Temperature contours for flanged capsule 

     

Fig.9: Density contours for Flanged Capsule 

Pressure: It is observed that pressure decreases from aft to the rear part of the cone with ref y-axis. In 

the stream field around the unpolished body, due to hypersonic stream, a stun wave produced in front of the 

body. This stun wave is called bow stun. This stun is withdrawn from the body because of the high diversion 

edge. Weight changes definitely over the stun wave, at the stagnation point weight is at pinnacle esteem in light 

of the fact that at the stagnation weight stun wave is typical to the body. Territory of the shape demonstrates the 

sonic locale here speed of the stream is subsonic.                                     

  Temperature: It is observed that the temperature maximum at the rear part of the cone. 
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Density: It is seen that the thickness is most extreme at the summit of the cone and diminished till the 

backside. From the temperature chart/forms we see that temperature is most extreme at only in front of the dull 

body, and at the beginning stage of the bow, stun temperature is about the 3486k this stun wave scrambles the 

warmth into the stream field so temperature diminishes along the body 2.581k. 

 

Pressure plot along the length of the flanged cone and Temperature plots along the length of the flanged 

cone  

   

   Fig.10:  Dynamic pressure Vs Length  Fig.11: Temperature Vs Length 

 

Fig.12: Density Vs Length 

       4. Conclusion 

 Evaluation of the aerothermodynamic analysis of re-entry vehicle is the prime purpose of this project.  

To show the flow field around a blunted nose cone in hypersonic flow, computational fluid dynamic results are 

displayed. This is because it features hypersonic flow around the planetary re-entry vehicle, in comparison to the 

evaluation of surface heat flux in between the flare and the cone region. For sure, stream partition is prompted 

by the stun wave limit layer collaboration with resulting stream reattachment, which can strikingly improve the 

surface warmth exchange. Finally, CHT analysis and Thermal analysis is performed in Ansys Fluent and Ansys 

Thermal respectively with a velocity of Mach no 7 at an angle of attack 80 and with atmospheric conditions of 

air. Consequently, flanged blunt nose cone capsule has less temperatures but had high pressures and density. 
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The disadvantage of the temperature can be handled by choosing better TPS material. The useful volume of the 

current models is more which makes to carry the same payload when compared to the flanged capsule. There is 

also reduction in weight and fabrication expenses as TPS are expensive materials. The shape of the body also 

plays a key in the reduction of heat input to the body. 
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